The increasing difficulty with Moore's law scaling and the remarkable success of machine learning have triggered a renaissance in the study of low-latency, energyefficient accelerators for machine learning applications. In particular, spiking neural networks (SNNs) and their neuromorphic hardware implementations have started to receive substantial attention from academia and industry. However, SNNs perform relatively poorly compared to their rate-based counterparts, in terms of accuracy in pattern recognition tasks. In this paper, we present a low pass recurrent neural network (lpRNN) cell that can be trained using backpropagation and implemented on neuromorphic SNN devices. The ability to implement our model on neuromorphic hardware enables the construction of compact devices that can perform always-on processing in ultra-low power edge computing applications. We further argue that the low pass filter is a temporal regularizer and highlight its advantage in a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell. We show that low pass RNNs are able to learn and generalize better than their unfiltered variants on two long memory synthetic tasks, a character-level text modeling task, and a neuromorphic spoken command detection system.
RNN (lpRNN) cell which can be trained using backprop, and have the added advantage that they can be mapped to an SNN suitable for neuromorphic platforms.
A common problem that SNNs have is related to the way they encode signals. Researchers have suggested various techniques to do this [18] [19] [20] [21] , that typically use rate [18] or time-coded [19] spike-generation schemes. Achieving high data-resolution with rate coding requires a large number of spikes which is not energy-efficient [22] . On the other hand, codecs for time-coding are complex, especially on hardware that is subject to mismatch and noise. The solution proposed in this paper is the use of the adaptive integrate and fire neuron model, which is interpreted as an asynchronous ∆Σ circuit [20] . We note that low pass filters acts as a temporal regularizer and extend the LSTM cell to incorporate this feature. The resulting lpLSTM cell demonstrates a more stable convergence behaviour that the original LSTM cell. We illustrate its effect on two tasks. We train the RNN cells using a curriculum learning protocol [23] and find that they are able to retain information for much longer than reported in the literature so far. Finally, we demonstrate the use of the lpRNN cell in a neuromorphic system on a limited vocabulary spoken command detection task using the Google commands dataset [24] .
Modeling a spiking neuron
Coding mechanism A neuron in deep learning has one primary function -the non-linear transformation of its input. However, a biological neuron and its neuromorphic counterpart have the added job of encoding information in spike trains. The most popular model for this encoding mechanism is rate coding, where the neuron fires at a rate proportional to the incoming signal. This mechanism is not efficient for transmitting high-resolution data. For example, to transmit a signal at 8-bit resolution, it will require O(256) spikes for each sample. An improvement to this coding mechanism is the adaptive integrate and fire model [25] , which can be interpreted as an asynchronous delta-sigma (∆Σ) loop [26, 20, 22] . The ∆Σ mechanism is more efficient in its use of spike trains [22] . Other time coding schemes have been proposed in literature [19, 27] . However, the advantage of the ∆Σ interpretation is that leads to highly power-efficient circuit implementations [22] . It allows us to treat the neuron state as an analogue variable and ignoring the specific timing details of the encoding spike trains [22] . This is very useful because state-dependencey, noise and device mismatch cause each neuron to generate spikes at different times for the same input. The ∆Σ loop ensures that they all represent the same signal with the same accuracy [22] . This enables the network designer to only look at the internal state of the neuron when optimizing the network weights for an SNN. This abstraction is a key enabler for this paper as simulating and training mismatch-prone SNNs is computationally much more expensive than ANNs.
Biological neural networks are low pass filtering Activation functions used in all neural networks sum incoming signals weighted by the synaptic weights and apply a non-linearity. However, ANNs assume that when the input changes, the internal state of the neuron or dendrites can also change immediately to reflect the new input. This behaviour ignores the fact that biological neuronal channels are low-pass filters [27] . Modelling the inertial or low-pass filtering property is essential to implement and study recurrent neural networks in any neuromorphic system as the transitional dynamics deviate completely in its absence. We argue that not only is this modelling essential, it is also a useful constraint to impose on RNNs.
The low pass recurrent neural network
We incorporate a discrete-time low pass filtering term at the output of RNN stage. This results in the low pass RNN (lpRNN) cell that has the following update equation:
where, σ, and · denote non-linearity, element-wise Hadamard product and matrix multiplication functions, respectively. The variables α, y n , x n , W rec , W in , and b represent the retention ratio vector, input vector, output vector, recurrent connectivity weight matrix, input connectivity weight matrix, and biases, respectively. The subscripts on variable y and x indicate the time step. α is constrained to lie within [0,1]. When α = 0, equation 1 reduces to that of a simple recurrent neural network (SimpleRNN). The boundary conditions on the retention ratio, α(∈ [0, 1]), can be imposed by passing it through a sigmoidal non-linearity if it needs to be trained. Keeping α fixed and random simplifies the design of a neuromorphic system by eliminating the need to create tunable time constants in the neuron implementations. There also appears to be no significant advantage in learning it during training if the relu non-linearity is used as it can scale its output to a large value if required. It is also more biologically plausible, as it appears unlikely that neurons or dendrites can accurately set themselves with arbitrary precision. If α is not learnt, the number of trainable parameters in the lpRNN model is the same as a SimpleRNN cell. We train the lpRNN cell using backprop and by use of ∆Σ coding, map it to an equivalent SNN. This mechanism only requires knowledge of the time constants of the spiking neurons to ensure that the lpRNN cell is operating at the same time scale. This mapping mechanism has been demonstrated Figures 1 for an echo-state network (ESN) [28] with 50 hidden units and a linear readout stage trained to distinguish a synthetic input pattern [29] . Note that an ESN formulation is essentially that of an untrained lpRNN cell with spectral radius constraints on the recurrent kernel. The mapped dynamics match with a small normalized mean square error (0.03). The error is mainly concentrated at higher frequency components outside the bandwidth of the SNN. 
The neuromorphic signal chain
The ∆Σ mapping mechanism requires defining suitable time constants for the lpRNN cell being trained by backprop. This can be derived for continuous-time signals from sensors or real-world signals such as an audio input by taking into account the bandwidth of the incoming signals [29] . We illustrate a reference neuromorphic signal chain for processing audio input in Figure 2 . The data received from the audio sensor is first filtered by an audio filtering stage such as the cochlea chips [30] [31] [32] . These systems typically implement mel-spaced filter banks. A neural network processes the filter outputs and drives an actuator system. A minimal configuration of weights and connectivity required to implement the lpRNN cell in a neuromorphic platform is illustrated in Figure 2 . It is a memory array with spiking neurons attached to the periphery of the system. Each memory cell acts as a transconductance stage -it receives voltage spikes and generates a scaled output current. These currents are summed by the Kirchoff's current law and integrated by the neurons. Readers familiar with memory design and computer architecture may identify this as an in-memory computational unit. An in-memory neural network accelerator is energy-efficient, primarily because it eliminates movement of synaptic weights [33, 13] from the memory to a far-away processing module. Instead, the activations of the neurons are transmitted to the other nodes in the network. The computation is no longer memory-bound unlike RNN computation on von Neumann style architecture. Figure 2 implements a single spiking RNN stage (equivalent to an lpRNN), with green and red boxes highlighting the input and recurrent kernels, respectively. The architecture can be modified to implement a fully connected layer by eliminating recurrent connections. Note that an equivalent configuration can be also set up in fully-digital neuromorphic systems such as [9, 10, 12] that do not suffer from noise and mismatch issues, but may consume more area and power. 
Comparison to other RNN models
The lpRNN model is closely related to ESNs proposed by Herbert Jaeger [28] where the recurrent layer uses leaky integration units. In ESNs [28] , the spectral radius of the initialization values of the recurrent kernel is constrained to approximately 1, which confers an echo-state property to the network. The recurrent or input connectivity weights are not trained during the learning process. Instead, only the read-out linear classifier is trained. In the lpRNN model, the spectral radius of the recurrent kernel is not constrained and all the weight matrices, including the retention ratios if required, are trained. lpRNN also shares similarities with recurrent residual networks proposed by Yiren Wang [34] , which are described by the following equations
where W denotes input and recurrent kernels, and other symbols have the same meaning as equation 1. In equation 2, g and f are identity and a hyperbolic tangent functions, respectively. A comparison can also be made with the LT-RNN model proposed by Mikael Henaff [35] , whose update equations are:
where W and V are 2-D transition matrices that are learned during the training process. In this case, it is possible that the LT-RNN cell reduces to an lpRNN, but is unlikely to occur in practice. Similar analogies can also be made to the IndRNN model [36] and recurrent identity networks [37] . Generally speaking, the main difference between the lpRNN cells and existing RNN models in the literature is the imposition of boundary and train-ability conditions on α, and the applicability of the model for neuromorphic platforms.
Memory in an lpRNN
We can analyze the evolution of an lpRNN cell by using an approach similar to the power iteration method, described by Razvan Pascanu [38] . To do this analysis, we approximate the lpRNN update equation as:
where, for simplicity, we also make the added assumption that all units of the lpRNN layer have the same retention factor, α. The gradient terms during back-propagation through time can now be expressed as a product of several terms that have the form:
where, t and k, are time step indices with t > k and l = t − k. If an eigenvalue of the W T rec matrix is λ, then the corresponding eigenvalue of the matrix [(1 − α)W T rec + α] can be written as (1 − α)λ + α (7) Looking at the eigenvalue of the gradient terms as computed in equation 7, we note that α acts like a temporal regularizer on the eigenvalues of the recurrent network. It can also be seen that by scaling α to lie between 0 and 1, the operation of the network shifts between that of purely non-inertial recurrent to a completely inertial network stuck in its initial state, respectively. This insight helps us understand why lpRNNs perform well in long memory tasks.
Hochreiter [39] defined the constant error carousel (CEC) as a central feature of the LSTM networks that allowed it to remember past events. In a crude sense, this corresponds to setting the retention ratio, α = 1. Forget gates were subsequently added by Felix A. Gers [40] to the original LSTM structure, that allowed the network to also erase unnecessary events that were potentially trapped in the CEC. This means that the average effective weight of the self-connection in the CEC was made < 1. A randomly initialized set of α values with a reasonably large number of cells appears to have similar functionality. By setting α < 1, the network is guaranteed to lose memory over time, but if some of the αs are close to 1, it may retain the information for a longer time frame. Moreover, the regularization effect of αs also prevents the eigenvalues of the recurrent network from becoming too small, ensuring that memory is never lost immediately. We expect that the lpRNN model has a reduced representational power than gated RNN cells, not simply because it has 4x fewer parameters, but because the lpRNN state is guaranteed to fade with time whereas a gated cell can potentially store a state indefinitely.
Our goal with introducing lpRNN cell was to enable faster and better training of SNNs. However, the analysis performed here indicates that low pass filtering also provides temporal regularization features which can benefit ANN-RNNs such as LSTMs. Therefore, we propose to extend the LSTM formulation by applying a low pass filter at the output (h), and call it an lpLSTM cell:
Forget gate: 
Simulations
We illustrate the memory capabilities of the low pass RNN cells using the synthetic addition and copying tasks, that are commonly used for this purpose [39, 44, 45] . In all our tests, we try to keep the number of parameters same for all models. The temporal addition and copying tasks were trained using stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.01 for lpRNNs and 0.005 for LSTM cells. The normalized gradient was clipped to 1 LSTMs and 1000 for all other models. We highlight the benefits of temporal regularization using the Penn Treebank dataset using the same network architecture and training setting as [46] with lpLSTM swapped in place of the LSTM layers. We also benchmark the lpRNN cell using the Google spoken commands dataset [24] . Adam optimizer [47] was used for the Google command task with a learning rate of 0.001. The retention ratios were randomly sampled and not trained in any of the low pass RNN models. Current literature uses task-specific initialization constraints help RNNs solve the addition and copying tasks better [35, 45] . Instead of that, we use a data-driven curriculum learning protocol in our experiments.
Temporal addition task The addition task [45] involves processing two parallel input data streams of equal length. The first stream comprises random numbers ∈ (0, 1) and the second is full of zeros except at 2 time steps. At the end of the sequence, the network should output the sum of the two numbers in the first data stream corresponding to the time-steps when the second stream had non-zero entries. The baseline to beat is a mean square error (mse) of 0.1767, corresponding to a network that always generates 1. We first train the RNN cell on a short sequence and progressively increase the length. Each curriculum used 10,000 training and 1000 test samples. The results are shown in Figures 3, where each stage of the curriculum learning process is marked with bands of different colours. The width of the band indicates the number of epochs taken for convergence. The length of the task was incremented when the mse went below 0.001. With random initialization, the SimpleRNN cell failed to converge beyond sequence length 40, even with curriculum learning. We observe that both the lpRNN and LSTM cells benefit from the curriculum learning protocol. The lpRNN cell was able to transfer learning for sequences shorter than 150 steps. While, the benefits of curriculum learning appears to have reduced beyond that, the lpRNN cells were able to achieve better than 0.001 mse for sequences up to 642. While the performance of the lpRNN cell is at par or slightly inferior to other works in literature [39, 44, 45, 37] , we achieved this result purely by random initialization. Another interesting outcome of this experiment was the effectiveness of a 2-unit LSTM cell in solving this task. It was was able to add sequences much longer(we tested up to 100K) than any reported work. We made the task more complex by allowing the second stream to have up to 10 unmasked entries during training. The trained cell was tested with a data stream having more than 10 masked entries. The LSTM cell was successful in solving this problem a mse less than 1e-3, indicating that it learnt a general add and accumulate operation. Figure 3c shows the evolution of the gating functions, internal state, and the state variables of an LSTM cell that was trained only on a fixed length sequence of 100 with mse less than 0.001. Contrast this against the stable dynamics of the network trained by curriculum learning in Figure 3d in a 100K sequence with mse less than 1e-3 ( Figure 3 ) indicating almost perfect long-term memory and addition. To our knowledge, this kind of generalized learning by an LSTM cell has not been shown before.
Temporal copying task We train the RNN cells on a varying length copying task as defined in [48] instead of the original definition [39, 44] . The network receives a sequence of up to S symbols (in the original definition, S is fixed) drawn from an alphabet of size K. At the end of S symbols, a sequence of T blank symbols ending with a trigger symbol is passed. The trigger symbol indicates that the network should reproduce the first S symbols in the same order. We first train the network on a short sequence (T=3) and gradually increase it (T≤200). The sequence length is incremented when the categorical accuracy is better than 99%. The SimpleRNN cell failed at this task even for T=30 with categorical accuracy dropping to 84% when it predicted only S + T blank symbols. The lpRNN cell was able to achieve 99% accuracy for up to 120 time steps. After that, it generates T blank entries accurately but the accuracy of the last S symbols drops (For T=200, it was 96%). However, the LSTM cell achieves more than 99.5+% accuracy for all tested sequence lengths, highlighting the advantage of curriculum learning. This is a big improvement over reported results [44, 48, 49] where an LSTM cell does very poorly in this task. We too faced stability issues when training an LSTM cell for sequences longer than 30, even if it eventually converged by using smaller learning rates and gradient norm scaling. This makes a good test case to validate the temporal regularization property of the lpLSTM cell. In our tests, the lpLSTM cell converged without instability with categorical accuracy higher than 99.5% for all tested values of T(∈ [3, 500] ). It also to generalized larger values of S than the other cells (≤ 25). The lpLSTM cell exhibited a gradual degradation in performance for larger values of S. We stop our simulations when the categorical accuracy fell below 96%. These results are summarized in Figure 4 .
Penn Treebank (PTB) [50] character model We studied temporal regularization in a network trained on the PTB dataset by replacing the LSTM cells by its low pass variants. We choose a model with 19M parameters and trained all variants using the same settings as described in [46] for 25 epochs. We note that both lpLSTM cells converge to a better score on the training set and a marginally poorer score on the train/validation set (refer Table 1 ). The lpLSTM cell with relu activation also converges unlike the plain relu LSTM cell validating our claim on temporal regularization.
Google commands dataset The Google commands dataset [24] comprises 36 classes of short length spoken commands such as "left", "up", "go", etc. The dataset was created for hardware and algorithm developers to evaluate their low footprint neural network models in limited dictionary MSE   10  20  30  40  50  60  72  86  103  124  149  179  215  258  310  372  446  535  642 Length of the masked addition task MSE   10  20  30  40  50  60  72  86  103  124  149  179  215  258  310  372  446  535  642  770  924  1109  1331  1597  1916  2299  2759  3311 Length of the masked addition task Figure 2 is a natural fit for this task. Most neuromorphic platforms are also highly resource-constrained, due to power and size restrictions and can only implement small network models. To benchmark the performance of the lpRNN cell, we compare it against SimpleRNN, LSTM, and lpLSTM networks, all with roughly 80K trainable parameters. All the networks received Mel-spectrogram as inputs. This was connected to 2 fully-connected dense layers with 128 and 32 units, followed by two stages of RNN units (64 units in LSTM and lpLSTM, 128 units in lpRNN and SimpleRNN case). The RNN outputs were then processed by 2 fully-connected stages, topped by a softmax readout. Note that dense layers were used in these models are they are compatible with the reference SNN accelerator shown in Figure 2 . The performance of the networks in all the 3 cases is illustrated in Figure 5 . Both the LSTM and lpLSTM networks fit the training set with 99% categorical accuracy and the lpRNN cell came very close at 97%. We also saw a 2% gap in the validation set performance between the lpRNN and LSTM cells. 5  6  7  8  9  10  12  14  16  19  22  26  31  37  44  52  60  68  76  84  92  100  108  116  124  132  140  148  156  164  172  180  188 
Conclusion and outlook
This paper presents a low pass filtering enhancement to RNNs with the motivation to train an RNN with the back-propagation algorithm and deploy as a spiking neural network with no loss of accuracy. Interestingly, we also observe that low pass filtering has a temporal regularization effect that stabilizes learning and improves RNN performance remarkably. We formulate a general extension to ANN-RNN cells on this basis. We see that the low pass RNN models outperform their unfiltered counterparts in a range of synthetic and real-world datasets. The low pass enhancement will be instrumental in our future work on ultra-low power neuromorphic RNN accelerators for temporal processing tasks such as spoken command detection.
